


Designer chandeliers and unique luminaires manufactured from the most innovative lighting 
materials, hand-made Bohemian glass and other luxurious materials. We provide ready-ma-
de, customised and bespoke installations for all who require high qualities, added value, long 
lifespan and a creative mind. 

Made in Slovakia, designed by great names and powered by very unique lighting techno-
logies, this is FOSALI®.

OPTIC FIBRES
All of our lighting designs are manufactured with a focus on getting the best out of optic fibre 
technology. Even light distribution along optic fibres, flexibility with shapes, safety for water 
applications and endless functionalities are the reasons why you will opt for these solutions. 
What you get are fascinating designs with a low consumption and with a limitless use. And 
of course a stamp of tradition and best quality of exquisite and hand-made Bohemian glass 
pieces and designs.

FOSALI® - fibre optic solutions & lighting

LED TECHNOLOGY
Our continuous developments in LED technology combined with in-depth knowledge which 
we have acquired through own installations and projects enable us to manufacture lumi-
naires with all of the great benefits thanks to LED - be it a low consumption, maximum lighting 
output, e�ciency and a great flexibility with colour choices to match interior materials and 
other objects in the room. 

In fact, none of our luminaires are produced with anything but LED. Furthermore, we can 
fully incorporate any non-standard requirements such as 0-10 dimming, DALI, RGB control, 
KNX or DMX installations or other functional lighting such as LED strips, downlights etc.

All in all, FOSALI® is your first stop for serious lighting solutions with a focus on innovation, 
versatile designs and spectacular lighting elements with a great touch of originality.

Luxurious interiors

Hotels & resorts

Commercial centres

Restaurants & bar areas

Showrooms, design studios

Modern & Classic

Reception areas, lobby

Exterior & water applications

Mood lighting & starry skies

Artistic sculptures

R&D, design manufacture

Bespoke lighting installations

In order to improve FOSALI® luminaires‘ performance our company reserves right 
to  introduce any design colour and construction changes.



Due to our continuous development of lighting products, our company reserves the right to introduce any technical changes to the lumi-
naires without prior notification. Please contact us for up to date information on technical parameters before preparing any assembly holes 
or other installation procedures.

1 - White

Outer colour - Venetian stucco

COLOUR INDICATION:

Colour is determined by the last character/s of the reference number e.g. reference number 
GRAIN-1-5/6-A/C as in GRAIN-1 with a combination of dark and light grey Venetian stucco 
finish (5/6) with white and green inner colours (A/C). 

Inner colour

A - White (RAL 9003)

2 - Black B - Red

3 - Light brown C - Green

4 - Dark brown D- Blue

5 - Light grey E - Golden

6 - Dark grey F - Purple

7 - Glossy chrome 
(not Venetian stucco) G - Light grey

Concepts and costruction of chandeliers and luminaires in this catalogue are legally pro-
tected. Any copying is trictly prohibited.



SPECTRA
This beauty is for sure to become a magnet in your interior be it a living 
room, lobby or a luxurious waiting room.  It is made from sparkling optic 
fibres and topped with Bohemian glass crystal, the light is based on LED 
technology. Delivered as a surface mounted version, for SWAROVSKI 
version please enquire within. 

Design by Lubo Majer

*In all versions it is possible to purchase a luminaire with SWAROVSKI crystals. Please state 
‚-SW‘ when ordering, for example SPECTRA-1-SW (Spectra in Ø500mm and with SWAROVSKI 
crystals)-

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

SPECTRA-1 circle 20 1000 x Ø500

SPECTRA-2 circle 20 1500 x Ø700

SPECTRA-3 circle 30 2300 x Ø700



This superior chandelier is intended for high-ceiling rooms, hallways or 
for the reception areas. The chandelier is made from thin optic fibres 
which sparkle all the way to the crystal end fittings whilst the light is 
mastered by our LED light source. Its timeless design will proudly 
enlighten any large staircase or a spacious area in search for a dominant 
piece. Delivered as a surface mounted version, for SWAROVSKI version 
please enquire within. 

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

TENERIS-1 circle 20 1000 x Ø500

TENERIS-2 circle 20 1500 x Ø500

TENERIS-3 circle 30 2300 x Ø700

TENERIS

*In all versions it is possible to purchase a luminaire with SWAROVSKI crystals. Please state 
‚-SW‘ when ordering, for example TENERIS-1-SW (Teneris in Ø500mm and with SWAROVSKI 
crystals)



AQUILA
A massive chandelier evoking thousands of illuminating drops of 
aqua that has become one of our most popular designs. It is ideal for 
spacious living rooms, sumptuous showrooms or high-end restaurants.  
The seeming droppings of aqua have been achieved by using three 
di�erent sizes of Bohemian glass which hang randomly on optic 
fibres, whilst each has been craftly hand-blown. Thanks to this every 
chandelier is one of its kind. 
Delivered in a surface mounted version, with a mirror finish for more 
thrill and in numerous sizes, for a downlight version please enquire 
within. You are guaranteed to purchase a chandelier with a stamp of 
originality and uniqueness. 

*In all versions it is possible to purchase a luminaire with integrated LED downlights for added 
light. Please state ‚-DL‘ when ordering, for example AQUILA-1-DL (Aquila in a circle base and 
with LED downlights).

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

AQUILA-1 circle, mirror finish 20 1500 x Ø500

AQUILA-1-S square, mirror finish 20 1500 x 500 x 500

AQUILA-2 circle, mirror finish 30 1500 x Ø900

AQUILA-2-S square, mirror finish 30 1500 x 900 x 900

AQUILA-3 circle, mirror finish 40 2300 x Ø1200

AQUILA-3-S square, mirror finish 40 2300 x 1200 x 1200

AQUILA-4 rectangular, mirror finish 60 2300 x 2400 x 1200

AQUILA-5 rectangular, mirror finish 60 3000 x 2400 x 1200

AQUILA-6 rectangular, mirror finish 60 4000 x 2400 x 1200





GRAIN
This artistic piece is well suited for all enthusiasts of symmetrical shapes. 
Thanks to the sensitive contrast between the colours and surface finish 
we o�er great possibilities to match any required interior tones. Use for 
a boutique bar, modern restaurant, o�ce place or your private place. 
Delivered in numerous finish and colour combinations, as a surface 
mounted version and with a mirror finish. Please enquire within for  
a recessed version. Outer colour/surface finish is always determined 
by two shades of a chosen Venetian stucco finish (dark and light) for  
a nice contrast, inner colour is always delivered in white colour with  
a combination of a desired colour. 

*Please state a desired colour combination: surface finish is best delivered in two shades 
(dark and light), inner colour is best in white with a combination of a chosen colour, for 
example reference number GRAIN-1-5/6-A/C as in GRAIN-1 with a combination of dark and 
light grey Venetian stucco finish (5/6) with white and green inner colours (A/C). For colour 
indications please see front pages of the catalogue.

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

GRAIN-1 rectangular, mirror finish 20 800 x 800 x 400 

GRAIN-2 rectangular, mirror finish 30 1200 x 1200 x 600 

GRAIN-3 square, mirror finish 30 1200 x 1200 x 1200 

GRAIN-4 rectangular, mirror finish 40 1600 x 2400 x 1200 

GRAIN-5 slim rectangular, mirror finish 20 1200 x 1200 x 200

Outer colour -
Venetian stucco

Inner colour A

1

B

2

C

3

D

4

E

5

F

6

G

7



Numerous single segments make up the shape of this lovely luminaire. 
It is made from light rods and topped with high-quality glass tubes 
which give it its beautiful clarity. It is possible to manufacture the glass 
in di�erent tint shades, please enquire within. This light-weight design 
is of a great desirability and it has become one of our most popular 
products. It is at its best as a mood lighting for the bar and co�ee area 
or luxurious boutiques. 

*Stainless steel finish, please contact us for any other powder coating finishes

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

LOOP-1 circle, mirror finish 20 1700 x Ø600

LOOP-1-S square, mirror finish 20 1700 x 600 x 600

LOOP-2 circle, mirror finish 40 2200 x Ø1200 

LOOP-2-S square, mirror finish 40 2200 x 1200 x 1200 

LOOP

Design by MEJD studio



FLOW
A traditional chandelier design reborn with a modern twist. Using 
stainless steel pipes the light finds its way through the optic fibres which 
disappear and then re-appear on the other side of the pipe, everything 
in a seemingly closed circulation. Simply FLOW. Possible to deliver with 
various powder coating finishes (white, black, silver, red, green and 
gold). A beautiful accessory to your interior!

Design by MEJD studio

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

FLOW-1 circle, mirror finish 20 1300 x Ø800 

FLOW-2 circle, mirror finish 30 1900 x Ø1300 

*Stainless steel finish, please contact us for prices of other finishes.



PRESCIA
An easy-to-match luminaire which has been hand-made by the most 
skilled glass artists, o�ering a beautiful game of light. The luminaire 
hangs on a solid optic fibre and can be either used as a solitaire or as 
a part of a more complex luminaire with up to 8 lights in various sizes 
and heights. The glass shades are hand-made and their size varies from 
50 - 150mm in diameter, the total height of the chandelier is given by 
the longest optic fibre, for any custom lengths please enquire within. 

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

PRESCIA-1 circle, mirror finish 5
1200 x Ø100 
(1 x single)

PRESCIA-2 rectangular, mirror finish 10
1200 x 600 x 200  
(2 x single)

PRESCIA-3 rectangular, mirror finish 15
1200 x 600 x 200  
(3 x single)

PRESCIA-4 rectangular, mirror finish 25
1600 x 1200 x 600  
(5 x single)

PRESCIA-5 rectangular, mirror finish 40
2200 x 1200 x 600  
(8 x single)



A minimalistic and highly modern luminaire. Surface mounted, polished 
and patched with crystals of SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS whilst powered by 
LED technology. This luminaire is designed for modern, elegant and 
cosy interiors, it looks at its greatest in shady environments. Numerous 
colour combinations available. 

*When ordering please state the inner colouring code, for example NYX-1-C  
(NYX in Ø500mm and with green inner colour)

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

NYX-1 stainless steel 25 800 x Ø500

NYX-2 stainless steel 25 1200 x Ø500

NYX-3 stainless steel 35 1200 x Ø800

NYX-4 stainless steel 40 1600 x Ø800

NYX

Inner colour A B C D E F G

Made with Swarovski elements



Secret of this chandelier lies in its easy-to-match style and its pretty 
cascadious shape. Endless colour combinations, base sizes and lengths 
of fibres predetermine this chandelier for almost any use. It is especially 
ideal for interiors with high ceilings, shopfloors, wellness, staircases and 
open entry halls. A surface mounted version or as a recessed one upon 
request, delivered in a mirror finish for more dramatic looks. In case of 
RGB, the inner smallest circle delivered in RGB, supplied with a remote 
controller.

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

FIBRA-1 circle, mirror finish 20 1200 x Ø500

FIBRA-1-RGB circle, mirror finish 20+10 1200 x Ø500

FIBRA-2 circle, mirror finish 30 2500 x Ø900

FIBRA-2-RGB circle, mirror finish 30+10 2500 x Ø900

FIBRA-3 circle, mirror finish 40 3600 x Ø1200

FIBRA-3-RGB circle, mirror finish 40+20 3600 x Ø1200

FIBRA



VEIN
Exceptional and exquisite luminaire made from optic fibres and with 
additional LED backlighting. Airy and light-weight, architecturally 
interesting and easy to fit any heights and functionalities, this luminaire 
will definitely circulate blood in your veins. Available in a surface 
mounted version and ideal to use in places with low natural light as 
bedrooms, cafes, romantic restaurants or private bars. Thanks to a 
mirror finish we play tricks on your eyes with its 3D reflection. Possible 
to deliver in RGB+W and in custom sizes.

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

VEIN-1 square, mirror finish 10+30 300 x 900 x 900

VEIN-2 square, mirror finish 20+50 300 x 1200 x 1200

VEIN-3 rectangular, mirror finish 20+40 300 x 1200 x 600

VEIN-4 rectangular, mirror finish 40+100 300 x 2400 x 1200

VEIN-5 2 x square, mirror finish 20+60 2 x (300 x 900 x 900) / corner

VEIN-6 2 x rectangular, mirror finish 40+80 2 x (300 x 1200 x 600) / corner

Design by Lubo Majer



INFINITO
A seemingly floating and infinite looking light fixture with beautifully 
hand-crafted glass fittings. Use as a single hanging piece in your 
interior or as a part of a modular installation that can be shaped in 
almost any size or a pattern. Mastered to its last piece are floating glass 
chips that hang on single optic fibres which are powered purely by LED 
technology. Thanks to the illusion of a high ceiling based on a mirror 
finish it is great to use for any low level ceilings. On the other hand, it 
looks at its best as a part of an infinite looking installation, even in wet 
areas! Possible to deliver in one tone only, as a recessed version or with 
integrated LED downlights, please enquire within.

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

INFINITO-1 circle, mirror finish 40 1000 x Ø1200

INFINITO-1-S square, mirror finish 40 1000 x 1200 x 1200

INFINITO-2 circle, mirror finish 40 2000 x Ø1200

INFINITO-2-S square, mirror finish 40 2000 x 1200 x 1200

INFINITO-3-R rectangular, mirror finish 60 1400 x 2400 x 1200

INFINITO-4 circle, mirror finish, 2pcs 60
3000 x Ø2400  
(consists of 2pcs)

INFINITO-4-R rectangular, mirror finish 60 3000 x 2400 x 1200

INFINITO-5 sinuous, mirror finish 60
1400 x 2080 x 600  
(direct line measured)

*In all versions it is possible to purchase a luminaire with integrated LED downlights for added 
light. Please state ‚-DL‘ when ordering, for example INFINITO-1-DL (Infinito in a circle base 
and with LED downlights)   





Airy and artistic design of this seemingly floating wave of light o
ers an 
unforgettable experience. The luminaire is manufactured as a surface 
mounted version or as recessed upon request and is delivered with  
a mirror finish base. The great compatibility between the versions and 
sizes allow you to create seemingly endless light installations to suit any 
large areas and their heights.  

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

RHEA-1 rectangular, mirror finish 20 700 x 1200 x 600 

RHEA-2 circle, mirror finish 40 700 x Ø1200 

RHEA-3 rectangular, mirror finish 40 1200 x 2400 x 1200

RHEA-4 circle, mirror finish, 2pcs 60
1200 x Ø2400  
(consists of 2pcs)

RHEA

*For RGB/RGB+W version please enquire within



A symphony of shapes and colours, an unforgettable experience which 
is heightened by optic fibres and LED technology. This elegant light will 
fill a large space of yours with an incredible work of art behind. The 
light reflection from optic fibres has been achieved by architecturally 
crafted aluminium leaves which come in a good portion of finishes - 
black, silver and brass. A must-have piece to suit your rustic interior and 
suprisingly great looking in your modern one as well! 

*In all versions it is possible to purchase a luminaire with integrated LED downlights for 
added light. Please state ‚-DL‘ when ordering, for example ORQUESTRA-1-DL  
(Orquestra in a circle base and with LED downlights)

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

ORQUESTRA-1 circle, mirror finish 40 1000 x Ø1200

ORQUESTRA-1-S square, mirror finish 40 1000 x 1200 x 1200

ORQUESTRA-2 circle, mirror finish 40 2000 x Ø1200

ORQUESTRA-2-S square, mirror finish 40 2000 x 1200 x 1200

ORQUESTRA-3-R rectangular, mirror finish 60 1400 x 2400 x 1200

ORQUESTRA-4 circle, mirror finish, 2pcs 60 3000 x Ø2400 (consists of 2pcs)

ORQUESTRA-4-R rectangular, mirror finish 60 3000 x 2400 x 1200

ORQUESTRA-5 elliptical, mirror finish 60 3000 x 2400 x 1200 (elliptical)

ORQUESTRA-6 sinuous, mirror finish 60
1400 x 2080 x 600  
(direct line measured)

ORQUESTRA

Design by Frantisek TothDesign by Frantisek Toth



It takes 365 days exactly for the Earth to orbit the sun and 365nm is also 
the wavelength of the UV light incorporated in this magnificent light 
piece. This unique object has been made by a special glass-making 
technology which reacts to a UV light and gives it its great purple or 
beige colour (depending on the type). This luminaire will turn to colour 
even when switched o� as long as it is exposed to a daylight. Whilst 
having LEDs integrated inside for the functional lighting your light piece 
will be like nothing on this Earth.

item no. base
power  

(W)

dimensions (mm)  

HxWxD

365-P square, mirror finish 40
1300 x 600 x 600 (purple 
tint when UV light on)

365-B square, mirror finish 40
1300 x 600 x 600 (beige 
tint UV light on)

365

Design by MEJD studio



Our asset lies in a strong design focus which we put in 
all of our work, be it a standard collection or individually 
customised designs. 

It is also in our capabilities and a constant willingness to 
fulfill your special requests for your applications. Thanks 
to having possessed of extensive experience in the whole 
process from design making, through prototyping and all 
the way to the installations we are able to deliver projects 
of any scale. This way you can concentrate on other parts 
of your project whilst we are on your case!

Your light installation does not have to finish with a delivery 
of chandelier only. Thanks to our large portfolio of the 
highest quality of various LED products (LED backlight, 
linear lighting, functional & commercial lighting etc.) you 
can leave your project completely in our hands. We will 
design the light scenes, o�er the best lighting solutions 
and even deal with your light control. 

Or try our product range of optic fibres products and 
systems. We manufacture starry sky sets for beautiful 
wellness and spa use, optic fibre systems for swimming 
pools, staircase or other applications. We are one of the 
few manufacturers who constantly seek new solutions in 
this demanding industry of optic fibres and you are sure to 
be guaranteed great functionalities, flexibility with design 
and a durability of our systems.

All in all, we thrive in being challenged whilst not omitting 
to look for the best possible solutions to fulfill your wishes. 
This is why you should not limit yourself and let us deal with 
your daring ideas!

CUSTOM-MADE








